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 Italian ‘Graphistudio’ Album 
            Absolutely stunning -The perfect choice for a main album!
.................................................................................................................................................................
SIZE  9.5 x 13 (horizontal or vertical)  COVER thick Crystal Clear Cover  SPINE leather  BACK leather
PAGES  rigid and sturdy  PAGE COUNT 40 pages (80 sides)  PRINTING photographic prints  DESIGN custom, 
magazine style design  DOUBLE SPREADS yes, seamless image spreads (panoramas) with no center gutter
FINISH photographic (lustre) or metallic  PRICE $ 2,800.00 alone or $ 3,200.00 (with two 6 x 8 parent albums, 
exact copies of the main album) 



Italian ‘Graphistudio’ Album



 ‘storybook’ in 2 volumes 
               Simple, but SUPER  sophisticated presentation and design!
.................................................................................................................................................................
SIZE  8 x 11 (horizontal)  COVER medium thickness Clear Acrylique  SPINE canvas  BACK canvas hardcover
PAGES thin, book-like, flexible  PAGE COUNT 40 pages (80 sides) per volume  PRINTING digital press
DESIGN simple, one image per page, each photo cropped to cinematic ratio of 16x9  DOUBLE SPREADS no  
FINISH matte  PRICE $ 800.00 for 2 volumes  (included with the wedding coverage for 2008 clients)



       ‘storybook’ in 2 volumes



           ‘ASUKA’ BOOK
                 CASUAL, CONTEMPORary and fun!
.................................................................................................................................................................
SIZE  10 x 10, comes in a personalized box. COVER  hard cover, with dust jacket  SPINE hard  BACK same as 
cover  PAGES book-like, flexible  PAGE COUNT 30- 40 (60- 80 sides)  PRINTING photographic prints  
DESIGN custom, magazine style design  DOUBLE SPREADS yes, however small part of the image can be 
lost in the gutter  FINISH matte, varnish, glossy  PRICE $ 1,500.00 (includes one 5 x 5 mini copy) or $ 2,000.00 
(with two 8 x 8 parent albums, exact copies of the main album) 



 ‘THE DESIGNER’ ALBUM
             LITTLE BIT OF A ‘TRADITIONAL’ FLAIR MAKES IT A PERFECT PARENT ALBUM!
.................................................................................................................................................................
SIZE 8 x 10 (vertical) or 10 x 10  COVER leather- like (in black or distressed brown) with an image window
 SPINE same as cover  BACK same as cover  PAGES rigid and sturdy, with metal corners. The prints are mounted 
on top of the pages PAGE COUNT 15 pages (30 sides) or 20 pages (40 sides)  PRINTING photographic prints
DESIGN custom, magazine style design  DOUBLE SPREADS yes, however small part of the spine is 
visible between the pages  FINISH lustre or metallic  PRICE $ 950.00 (8 x 10) or $ 1,200.00 (10 x 10) 



‘THE DESIGNER’ ALBUM


